A new equipment is developed to supply very fine powder using ultrasonic vibration. It has been well known that very fine powder inside a hopper forms easily powder-bridge. This behavior prevents the powder from continuously flowing.
arranged radially and symmetrically into the plate. The number and diameter of holes in the plates are tabulated in Table 1 . The hopper and the supplying pipe were fulfilled with powder before supply experiment.
As mentioned already, powder could not flow out through the holes of the plate when the plate was at rest as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , while it began flowing out as the plate began vibrating as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . The plate was driven at a frequency of 19.48kHz and its vibrational amplitude was cal -culated from the value of previously calibrated out -put voltage of a non-contact displacement meter ("Fotonic sensor") measured at the lower end of the rod.
The flow rate of powder was calculated from an average value of five times measurements of a lap time required for a certain amount of powder to flow out. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To determine difference in effects on vibration between a straight rod and a right-angled one , the vibrational amplitude of each case was measured as a function of the driving voltage of the vibrator . Figure 4 shows relation between the driving voltage and the amplitude measured at the lower end of rods. Both experimental values increase almost linearly with the increasing in the driving voltage and the effect of bending the rod on vibrational amplitude is scarcely observed . The results assures that no substantial inexpedience would occur in using the curved rod to vibrate the plate . Figure 5 shows changes in vibrational modes of the plates with multiholes of various diameters when employing the supplying pipe having 75 mm in inner diameter. The vibrational amplitudes (R.M.S.) were measured at several points of the plate as a function of distance x starting from its center by keeping the driving voltage at a constant level (110 V). Since the Fotonic sensor required good reflectibility of light at each point, a piece of aluminum sheet was adhered on it .
The amplitudes decrease with increasing distance from its center on the whole, corresponding to the decrease in the flow rates of powder . Also, displacement of nodes is scarcely observed with increasing diameter of holes, however , the amplitude at the fixed driving voltage decreases. diameter of holes. On the other hand, it decreases somewhat with increasing diameter of holes for V>40cm/s.
Hence, it is ineffective to increase the hole diameter in order to increase the flow rate per unit area. In Fig. 7 , the relationship between the flow rate per hole and area of the hole at various vibra -tional velocity is shown. The flow rate tends to saturate with increasing amplitude level. When the plate diameter is fixed, increase in hole diameter results in decrease in number of the holes, since the available area for holes in the plate is limited.
Consequently, it suggests that it is more effective to change the diameter of the vibrating plate for adjusting the flow rate. Figure 8 shows an ap -pearance of powder flowing out through multiholes of a vibrating plate. It reveals that the flow rate decreases from the center to the circumference of the plate corresponding to decrease in the amplitude as shown in Fig. 5 .
CONCLUSION
Even very fine powders which are likely to form powder-bridge inside a hopper can be continuously supplied by flowing them through multiholes of a vibrating plate. The experimental results are summarized as follows;
1 ) The right-angled rod propagates vibration from the vibrator to the vibrating plate in the same way as the straight rod.
2 ) The flow rate of powder is determined by vibrational velocity of the plate.
3 ) The flow rate through the hole increases with increasing hole diameter. However, the effect of hole diameter on the flow rate is scarcely detected. It is more effective to change the diameter of the vibrating plate for adjusting the flow rate. 
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